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 Addictive Drums 2 is the perfect drum production tool. Edit drums, including drums loops, go into the Mixer to play and
master. Addictive Drums 2... AnyProducer HD for Windows is a powerful audio editing application that helps you to record,

edit and mix professional quality audio. AnyProducer HD contains a lot of great features to help you to edit your audio files, no
matter what format they are. Use the audio editor to cut, merge and splice... RawAudio Recorder Lite is a simple audio

recording application. It's a good choice for those who are looking for an audio recorder with basic functionality. It is capable of
recording music, movies and voice, as well as VOC audio and MIDI music. You can even capture the sounds from your TV

using the... AnyProducer Lite for Windows is a powerful audio editing application that helps you to record, edit and mix
professional quality audio. AnyProducer Lite contains a lot of great features to help you to edit your audio files, no matter what
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format they are. Use the audio editor to cut, merge and splice... PC Music Editor is a free Audio editor & DJ tool that lets you
edit music and also apply effects on your music files. It's a feature rich program that will make your music editing or DJing

easier and more fun. You can use it to edit almost all music file formats that are supported by Windows. It's also... AnyProducer
HD for Windows is a powerful audio editing application that helps you to record, edit and mix professional quality audio.
AnyProducer HD contains a lot of great features to help you to edit your audio files, no matter what format they are. Edit

drums, including drums loops, go into the Mixer... This is the definitive drum collection for the producer on a budget.
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